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based on just five days of trading appears overly 
dramatic in our view.  Additionally, 2015 was 
remarkable in terms of its un-remarkable returns. 
Despite a rash of major disruptive events globally 
both geo-politically and in terms of financial 
developments, stocks (S&P 500 +1.4%), bonds 
(Barclay’s Aggregate Bond Index +0.6%) and cash 
(+0.2%) all finished the year essentially flat.  In fact, 
this was the first time in over 60 years that all three 
investment categories finished the calendar year 
simultaneously unchanged (as defined by +/-2%).  
Quite an interesting starting point for the New Year. 


As always, thank you for reading our monthly 
Insights.


Insights: January 2016

Market Overview and Performance

  	  	  

S&P 500 Index	 	 	 	 	 	                -1.58	 	              -1.38

Russell 2000 Index	 	 	 	 	 	    -5.02                           -4.41

MSCI EAFE Index	 	 	 	 	 	    -1.34	 	              -0.84

MSCI Emerging Markets Index	 	 	 	    -2.23                          -14.92


 

Barclay's U.S. Aggregate Bond Index	 	 	 	   -0.32 	 	 	  0.55

Barclay's U.S. Credit Index	 	 	 	 	   -0.77	 	 	 -0.77 

Barclay's Corporate High Yield Index	 	 	 	   -2.52	 	 	 -4.47 

Barclay's Municipal Bond Index	 	 	 	    0.70	 	 	  3.30 


Gold	 	 	 	 	 	 	               -0.48 	 	 	  -10.46

Crude Oil	 	 	                                                    -11.07 	              	  -30.47

CBOE Volatility Index	 	 	 	 	               12.90	 	               -5.16

USD Dollar Index	 	 	 	 	 	   -1.51	 	 	    9.32

Equity

Fixed Income

Macro Measures

Percentage Change (USD$) Percentage Change

Month to Date Year to Date

Typically in our monthly Insights letter, we discuss 
the events of the previous month.  However since 
we are at the end of the calendar year, we prefer to 
widen our perspective and consider what occurred 
over the full year.  In last year’s January Insight, we 
reviewed what we determined to be the four big 
drivers of market trends in 2014 – U.S. divergence, 
a strong U.S. Dollar, crashing oil prices and falling 
interest rates.   As we begin 2016, rather than 
conduct the same exercise for 2015, we would 
prefer to focus on our views regarding the very 
pessimistic narrative that has currently driven 
volatility dramatically higher and returns sharply 
lower in just the first several trading days of the 
year.  Certainly, the events in China and the 
dynamics of the oil markets are concerning, 
however calls by some for another financial crisis 
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Its part of human nature to quickly forget events of 
a passing year and remain intensely focused on 
what is in front of you at the present moment.  
That is where we find ourselves at the start of 
2016.  Major events with potential world ranging 
impacts like Greece coming within a breath of 
defaulting on its debt and leaving the Eurozone 
seem quite far away at this point.  All conversation 
revolves around China and Oil right now.  But if 
one looks back, January of 2015 started in much 
the say way as 2016.  During that month, the S&P 
500 fell roughly 5% on concerns that the situation 
in Greece would end badly.  That drama held 
markets prisoner at the time, but if you recall, 
stocks rose 7% from the end of January until their 
peak in May.  From that point on, we experienced 
a period of sideways give and take until the first 
Chinese Yuan devaluation and a lack of action by 
the Fed in September kicked off a final three 
months of up and down movements in markets.  
As a result few areas did well for the year.

Outside of consumer discretionary stocks and the 
very largest segment of the technology sector most 
asset classes were largely unchanged or even 
slightly negative for the year.  Of course, the energy 
sector and oil continued the move lower that began 
in mid 2014, with oil falling by over 30% in 2015 
alone.  


As we begin 2016, perhaps flat returns wouldn’t 
seem so bad given the fact that investors were 
greeted with the following during the first week of 
trading.


January Themes – Unremarkable 
Returns for Major Asset Classes; China 
Fueling Increased Uncertainty and 
Volatility; Bearish View on Oil Very 
Consensus


Despite Volatility, Little Progress   

Source: CapitalSpeculator.com

First Week of January Very Challenging

2015 Was Flat for Major Asset Classes – Energy Hit

Source: Goldman Sachs 

As many stated, 2015 was a difficult year to make 
money in and 2016 has if anything intensified those 
headwinds thus far.  As evidence of this, consider 
the following.  According to the Mutual Fund 
Observer, in 2015, losses were experienced in:


• 	 8 of 9 domestic equity fund categories

• 	 17 of 17 asset allocation categories

• 	 8 of 15 international fund categories, 

• 	 14 of 15 taxable bond categories

• 	 6 of 6 alternative or hedge fund categories


What’s more, in a low return environment, many 
investors turn to dividend paying stock to increase 
the yield on their portfolio.  In 2015, this strategy 
simply did not work.  Although payouts were by and 
large maintained, those gains were dramatically 
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Last 5 “Flat” Years Followed by Double Digit Gains

overwhelmed by losses in the value of the stocks 
themselves.  As the chart below from Bespoke 
Investment Group shows, the highest dividend 
payers were hurt the worst and those companies 
paying no dividend actually rose for the year. The 
average dividend payer in 2015 declined over 5%.

That is not a very common occurrence in the equity 
markets, nor is a flat year.  However, on the 
previous occasions when U.S. equities finished 
unchanged the following years have produced 
double digit returns averaging 19%. We clearly do 
not anticipate that level of return in 2016 with the 
current headwinds in place, but this historical 
pattern combined with solid fundamental indictors 
give us confidence that we could potentially see 
gains in 2016. 

Dividend Payer Punished in 2015

Source: Bespoke Investment Group

It is certainly never a good feeling to go from flat 
returns to down sharply in a very short time period, 
but as we have said many times before, market 
pullbacks are very common occurrences. The S&P 
500 is down about 5% so far in 2016 and down 7% 
from its November 2015 high.  Over the last 15 
years, every calendar year has seen at least one 
pullback of at least 6% and a median correction of 
14% according to LPL Financial.  So this volatility 
is a very normal and a regular course of events.  In 
previous Insights, we have spoken at length about 
the various economic indicators that lead us to be 
constructive on the outlook going forward.  For now 
we will simply include two charts that sum up 
many of the moving parts.  For the consumer, who 
drives roughly 80% of the U.S. economy, conditions 
remain very favorable.

Source:  Department of Labor; National Federation of Independent 
Business; Fidelity Investments

Labor conditions, (punctuated by an addition of 
292,000 jobs in December – well ahead of 
consensus), combined with increasing income 
gains, low inflation and a strong dollar create a 
very solid foundation for U.S. consumers.  And in 
terms of business activity, there are continued 
signs of expansion.  Part of the pessimistic 
narrative being purported right now is that business 
activity is not in good shape, and we freely admit 
that 4Q earnings will be weak, however activity as 
measured by indicators like the ISM Services 
Index, is extremely strong and companies outside 
of energy are showing rising profitability.  

Source: Stock Trader’s Almanac; Navellier and Associates

Labor and Wage Trends Continue to Improve
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China Has Withdrawn $600 Billion of Reserves

Source: Renaissance Macro Research

Source: Bespoke Investment Group

Oil Inventories at Record Levels, 45% Above Normal

So if the overall picture remains fundamentally 
solid, why all the volatility?  Clearly, China is front 
and center of that discussion.  Let us first say that 
we do not believe the current situation in China 
will lead to another financial crisis as some have 
stated.  Concerns around China began last 
summer with the Government’s fumbling attempts 
to control an equity sell-off that resulted from their 
own very intentional actions that created an equity 
bubble.  This eroded creditability, but since their 
market is largely insulated from outsiders, global 
investors appeared to be content to monitor the 
situation with interest.  Although there have been 
endless headlines so far in 2016 about continued 
declines in the Chinese equity market, what really 
matters is the currency policy.

As the chart below indicates, companies not in the 
energy sector are actually expanding their 
profitability.  

The Chinese Yuan has historically been loosely 
pegged to the U.S. dollar and allowed to float in a 
certain range.  As part of its effort to transition its 
economy away from a manufacturing oriented one 
and toward one more services based, the Peoples 
Bank of China’s allowed for increased free market 
influence on their currency last August.  The Yuan 
immediately weakened against the dollar and a 
subsequent interest rate hike pushed the currency 
even lower.  In another wrinkle, there is an offshore 
version of the Yuan traded in Hong Kong and a few 
other places.  That currency’s value has grown 
increasing farther away from the local version 
suggesting that the market believes the currency 
should be much weaker.  The government wants 
stabilization and has been using reserves to try to 
achieve this.  China has over $3.3 trillion in reserves 
so this type of intervention can be tolerated up to a 
point.  And China wants a somewhat weakened 
Yuan to help stimulate their economy.  There is a 
delicate balance going on here and what has 
investors concerned is China’s poor track record of 
handling policy measurements and their tendency 
to flip-flop on decisions.  

Size of Yuan De-Valuation is Comparatively Minor 

Source: Bloomberg; Franklin Templeton

China Worries
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There is also more background to be considered 
here.  The current move lower is roughly 4%, 
however, that needs to be put into context.  The 
Yuan has strengthened 30 % since 2011, so the 
scope of the move is really quite small.  The real 
concern is that further weakening would, 1) cause 
capital outflows and that force the PBOC to 
increasingly draw on reserves, and 2) cause other 
emerging markets to have to de-value their 
currencies to stay competitive.  But as the chart 
above shows, other EM currencies have already 
fallen by some 35% since mid-2014.  A follow-on 
concern is that many EM countries have borrowed 
large sums of U.S. dollar denominated debt in the 
prevailing low interest rate environment.  And the 
sums are large.  EM debt is estimated to be $3.8 
billion with China holding $1.2 billion.  If a 
country’s currency weakens enough, it may no 
longer be able to serve those debts leading to 
defaults.  This is real threat that markets have 
experienced in the past, however, exposures may 
be hedged now more than in the past.  That said, 
China is still what we consider to be the biggest 
global risk in 2016

Market Pricing in Sub $50 Oil through 2020

We have discussed the dynamics of the oil market 
in past Insights, but essentially, supply has greatly 
outpaced demand.  The story of the U.S. production 
boom has been well documented (the U.S. is now 
even exporting oil) and Saudi Arabia continues to 
produce oil at record levels in an attempt to drive 
the newer U.S. production sources out of business.  
As a result, the oil futures market, a reflection of 
expectations for prices, is showing that traders 
anticipate sub-$50 oil all the way out until 2020.        
  

2014- 2016 Largest Oil Decline on Record

Source: @MktOutperfom. Charlie Bilello

Source: ZeroHedge 

Oil Continues Its Fall - Again

Against almost every reasonable expectation, oil 
fell another 11% in December of 2015 and is now 
down a whopping 14% thus far in January.  
Unbelievably, the commodity has now declined 
over 71% since its last peak in 2014 – the largest 
fall in its history.

This cautious view is very much the consensus at 
the moment.  However, one of the potential risks 
that is on our radar for 2016 is a spike in the price 
of oil.  A sharp move higher can be caused by 
various reasons, but right now, oil producing 
countries are forced to maintain maximum 
production to maintain cash flow.  There is very 
little excess supply available and due to low prices 
there is very little investment being made in 
exploration of new sources.  Therefore, any shift in 
the dynamics, be it from the demand side or 
geopolitics, could result in a sharp move higher.  
This would catch the market off-guard.  Few 
remember, but just last year there was a 40% rally 
in just two months.  
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Going ForwardThere is a History of Sharp Reversals in the Price of 
Oil 

Source: Cornerstone Macro Research 

While we do believe that we will see higher oil 
prices by year end, there is also the possibility that 
they remain low.  The view that low prices will 
force bankruptcies is being expressed in the high 
yield market.  We said in the past that high yield 
spreads outside of the energy sector remains 
healthy.  However historically, increasing high 
yield spreads, rising oil prices and a rising interest 
rate environment has presaged recessions.  We 
will be watching this closely.

For several months, we have stated that despite 
recent declines in certain areas of the market we 
remained confident in the narrative that global 
fundamentals were sound.  We continue to hold this 
view and took advantage of select opportunities to 
gain attractive entry points in long-term oriented 
investments in 2015.  That being said, we believe 
that 2016 will represent a continuation of an 
increased level of volatility across markets.  Given 
the areas of strength across global economy, and 
the seasonal factors that are now coming into play, 
combined with what is currently very poor market 
sentiment, we feel that the investment environment 
could now be setting up for potential further gains 
as we look to the first half of 2016.  Since we do 
anticipate some choppiness across markets, we 
will be closely monitoring indicators for signs of 
meaningful fundamental changes.  

         

Within equities we continue to favor the large cap 
segment of the U.S. market.  We would prefer to 
achieve our exposure through cyclical areas of the 
market such as the technology, selected health care 
and consumer discretionary sectors which stand to 
benefit the most from a strong U.S. economy.  
Additionally, given the fact that we have now 
entered a rising interest rate environment selected 
securities in the financial and energy sectors have 
been a focus for us since these sectors historically 
have done well when rates begin to climb higher.  
While we are believers in the strong U.S. growth 
story, we think that international diversification 
through allocations to Europe and Japan in 
particular appear attractive for the coming year.  
Both of these global regions are firmly entrenched in 
a very accommodative policy environment which 
provides a tailwind for equity markets generally.  
Additionally, given the relatively low base from 2015 
earnings, growth in both of these regions is likely to 
be robust in both absolute terms and relative to 
other markets. As 2015 came to a close there was 
increased evidence that the recovery is Europe is 
being driven by 

Lack of Bond Inventory Could Cause Liquidity Issues

Source: Barclay’s Capital
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consumption which is a very good sign going 
forward.  And in Japan, profitability and inflation 
measures provided encouraging signs that stimulus 
measures were having a positive impact.   

We remain underweight traditional fixed income.  
As the Fed begins the process of slowly increasing 
interest rates, we continue to advocate an emphasis 
on less interest rate sensitive options available with 
shorter duration exposures and unconstrained 
strategies as a focus.  We continue to favor our 
explicit exposure to the muni markets which proved 
to be one of the best performing asset classes of 
2015.

  

Commodities remain structurally challenged in our 
view.  The Bloomberg Commodity Index is now at 
the lowest recorded level in its 25 year history.  
With regard to oil, the fundamental outlook for the 
next 12 to 18 months is not likely to improve with 
sentiment extremely poor and inventories 
historically high.  However, we believe that high 
quality names within the sector represent good long 
term value.  As discussed, the potential for sharp 
swings in the price of oil is one of main factors we 
will be watching in 2016. 

  

Thank you for taking the time to read our thoughts 
on the markets this month.  


Best of Luck to everyone in the New Year!



